


Rabi oscillation (resonance fluorescence)  
 peak excitation for 24 nW laser power



How does a pi-pulse de-excite 
an atom more quickly than 

spontaneous decay?



The Zeno's paradox in quantum theory
Misra, B.; Sudarshan, E. C. G.
Journal of Mathematical Physics 18, pp. 756-763 (1977).

Time evolution of unstable quantum states and resolution of 
Zeno’s paradox

Chiu, Sudarshan and Misra, Phys Rev. D 16, 520 (1977)

What are Quantum Jumps? Richard J Cook, Physica Scripta T21, 
49 (1988)









How many photons need to be 
detected during the probe 
pulse to collapse the state?



How many photons need to be 
emitted during the probe pulse 

to collapse the state?





Asher Perez, Amer. Journ. Phys. 48 931 (1980)
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DEMO!



Q. Zeno with ‘null measurements’

Any detector ‘click’ certainly ‘collapses’ the wavefunction (if you  believe 
in collapse). How does the wavefunction evolve? 
It depends on which detectors are hit in what order.
E.g., photon amplitude hits Db1 first. If it doesn’t fire, this (partially) 
collapses the wavefunction (last term disappears, renormalize the rest)
If photon amplitude then hits Db3, then that detector’s non-firing will 
eliminate that term in the state.



Quantum 
Interrogation

“Yes, yes, already, Warren! … 

There is film in the camera!”

The problem…

Measure  
-film 
-absorber
-atom 

without
-exposing
-heating
-exciting it



The solution… (Elitzur & Vaidman, 1993)
Use quantum “complementarity” -- dual wave-
particle nature of quantum objects (“wavicles”)

Single photon always shows up at D1
(complete destructive interference to D2)



Now place an absorbing object in one arm…

50% chance that photon is absorbed by object
50% chance it isn’t  25% chance D2 fires 

“interaction-free measurement” of object



Quantum Interrogation
• Optimizing reflectivities 50% efficiency
• By combining these techniques with the 

“quantum Zeno effect” (making repeated 
very weak interactions), the efficiency can 
in principle be pushed to 100%: no photons 
absorbed by the absorbing object!

[85% demonstrated to date]
• Imaging semi-transparent objects does not

readily yield a gray-scale
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When might we want to 
increase the rate of emission?



Achieved Q ~6100 

 Fpurcell = 6.3(4) 

 decay reduced from 590ps to 84 ps
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(2013)



The avian magnetic field detection is governed by the interplay between magnetic 
interactions of the radicals unpaired electrons and the radicals recombination dynamics. 
Critical to this mechanism is the long lifetime of the radical-pair spin coherence, so that the 
weak geomagnetic field will have a chance to signal its presence. It is here shown that a 
fundamental quantum phenomenon, the quantum Zeno effect, is at the basis of the 
radical-ion-pair magnetoreception mechanism. The quantum Zeno effect naturally leads to 
long spin coherence lifetimes, without any constraints on the systems physical parameters, 
ensuring the robustness of this sensory mechanism.
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